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an idiot on stage



production name/logo

PRESS RELEASE
for immediate distribution

attention grabbing subject line

[Insert name of theatre production] on stage at [insert name of venue and
suburb, state], [insert date range of production, eg 17 – 24 March, 2018].

 
[NAME OF PRODUCTION], [paragraph one describing what the show is about

in approximately 50-60 words].
 

[Paragraph two extending one element of paragraph one].
 

[Paragraph three highlighting unique selling point of production, eg, all
female production team, new work by local writer].

 
[Paragraph four is “quote from relevant person extending idea from

paragraph three].
 

Tickets range from [insert ticket price range] and are available online at
[insert website home page URL and any other useful contact details for

ticketing].
 

[Insert any important information for audiences, eg adult themes and
language].

 
 
 
 
 

For further information, images or interviews please contact our
media co-ordinator [insert name and email contact].
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what the show is about
the short version

[a short version of the storyline so the journalist can quickly skim it]

an idiot on stage

what the show is about
the long version

[the full version of the storyline so the journalist can understand the
story in more depth



the cast
actor's name
CHARACTER'S NAME

Highlights from bio that may be interesting to a journalist’s
readers. 50 – 100 words only.
 
For small casts [1 - 6], include all performers.
For large casts, such as musicals, include main principals
only and list remainder separately.

actor's name
CHARACTER'S NAME

Highlights from bio that may be interesting to a journalist’s
readers. 50 – 100 words only.
 
For small casts [1 - 6], include all performers.
For large casts, such as musicals, include main principals
only and list remainder separately.

actor's name
CHARACTER'S NAME

Highlights from bio that may be interesting to a journalist’s
readers. 50 – 100 words only.
 
For small casts [1 - 6], include all performers.
For large casts, such as musicals, include main principals
only and list remainder separately.

actor's name
CHARACTER'S NAME

Highlights from bio that may be interesting to a journalist’s
readers. 50 – 100 words only.
 
For small casts [1 - 6], include all performers.
For large casts, such as musicals, include main principals
only and list remainder separately.
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List the full cast with character names as appropriate.
Great for larger casts such as musicals.

 
For example

 
John Smith  ::  Mr Bumble

full cast
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(use high quality promotional photographs)

photographer
[insert photographer's
name]
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Insert approximately 300 words about the show’s history, awards, writers,
etc. Include interesting information about cast, creatives, your production's

concept; anything that may be interesting to the general public.
You can bullet point the information for quick scanning.

 
Remember, you aren't promoting to other theatre people. You really want
to spark the interest of the general public so don't use jargon or esoteric

information. Think like a marketer.

about the show
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the creative team
creative's name
DIRECTOR

[insert full professional biography]

creative's name
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

[insert full professional biography]

creative's name
CHOREOGRAPHER

[insert full professional biography]
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[insert theatre company's full name]
 

insert approximately 200 words about the mission and
history of the theatre company.

the producer

[insert theatre company's name]
presents

A new production of
[INSERT NAME OF PRODUCTION]

[insert billing credits as supplied by the licencing company]

THIS IS AN AMATEUR/PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTION
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PERFORMANCE DATES
[list all performance dates separately in the following format]

 
Saturday, 29 September @ 7.30pm

 
 

PERFORMANCE VENUE
[insert the name of the theatre]

[insert the complete address of the theatre]
 
 

TICKET PRICES
[insert all ticket prices]

Adult $30
Concession $28
Group (10+) $25

Children $15
 
 

OTHER DETAILS
[Include information such as adult themes and language. Things

that have an impact on the purchasing decision]
 

performance details
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an idiot on stage
a few tips to make your media pack more effective

Creating your media pack as a Word document is fine but creating it as an
A4 document in canva.com is easier and will give you more flexibility of design.

 
Always distribute your media pack document as a PDF.

 
Upload your finished media pack document into a dropbox/google drive folder and add

your best high resolution promotional photos as well. A selection (up to six) of portrait and
landscape photos is preferable. Convert the folder's URL to a bitly.com link and save it to
be able to track opens and impact. Distribute this bitly link with your media contacts. This

saves adding large file attachments and allows the journalist to choose the photo they
want.

 
When emailing the press, don't use the words 'press, media or release in the subject line.

Some publications now set up flags/alerts for these words to reduce email traffic.
Instead, stand out with interesting and attention grabbing subject lines.

 
If you choose to email your media contacts as a group broadcast, always blind copy the

email. If possible, spend time emailing your contacts individually, personalising the email
and offering interesting stories tailored to the readership of individual publications.

 
If designed well, your media pack gives you instant credibility, something that is difficult

for community and small independent theatre to develop with the media.
 

Special tip: Include your Theatre Reviewers in the distribution of your Media Pack. You can
establish credibility and positive expectation with them even before opening night.

 
Use this format to create presentation documents when seeking sponsorship or

collaborations with local business. Just adjust the content to suit.

Cheers,
Sherryl-Lee Secomb

CONTACT AN IDIOT ON STAGE
www.anidiotonstage.com.au

sher@anidiotonstage.com.au   |   0421 113 965   |   facebook/instagram @anidiotonstage


